
Order of Adjectives

Name: Date: __/__/20__

This series of stories, based on the actual doings of grammar school boys,
comes near to the heart of the ___________________ boy.
1.

(average/American)
average American

Its leaves are small and of a _______________ colour, and its blossoms
white.
2.

(green/bright)
bright green

These lovely wilds are the favourite home of _______________ animals.3.
(many/strange)

many strange

A red glare plunged in the ______________ shadow of dusk.4. (faint/first)first faint

It was a _______________ ladder, leaned against the wall, and the bottom
was bolted to the floor and the top to the wall.
5.

(heavy/wooden)
heavy wooden

Chambers has written _________________ stories, but this is his
masterpiece.
6.

(brilliant/many)
many brilliant

As to the ___________ years, the evidence on both sides seems to show
that they passed happily for the couple.
7.

(next/few)
next few

And he groped with his net under the weeds so violently, that, as it befell,
he caught ______________ Tom.
8.

(little/poor)poor little

The eyes were of the ____________ tint, though about half as large, the
cheeks being twice as full.
9.

(blue/same)
same blue

The last remark had reference to the _________________ paw which he
held out.
10.

(enormous/black)
enormous black

His opinion was no more than that of any _________________ man; and
his letter was proper to be communicated with the English papers, and with
them only.

11.

(other/sensible)

other sensible

But the _______________ gentleman seemed even less inclined to give
his assistance.
12.

(clever/young)
clever young
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Young and beautiful, you have lived a life of ____________________
effort, of irksome intellectual patience with details.
13.

(intellectual/high)
high intellectual

He had been spoken of as a political possibility for ____________ offices,
and, as the counsel for a great railroad, was known even further than the
great railroad itself had stretched its system.

14.

(high/many)

many high

Now I was well acquainted with this ___________ gentleman.15. (old/good)good old

The _____________ difficulty is in the posterior extremity.16. (only/other)only other

Marse George had a ____________ house.17. (great/big)great big

He had a ________________ beard and a sharp direct dishonest eye.18.
(small/pointed)

small pointed

It slopes in ____________________ directions simultaneously.19.
(several/different)

several different

It was a _______________ room with a polished hardwood floor.20.
(square/large)

large square
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